In this paper, the issue of a global asymptotic stability analysis is developed for piecewise homogeneous Markovian jump BAM neural networks with mixed time delays. By establishing the Lyapunov functional, using mode-dependent discrete delay and applying the linear matrix inequality (LMI) method, a novel sufficient condition is obtained to guarantee the stability of the considered system. A numerical example is provided to demonstrate the feasibility and effectiveness of the proposed results.
Introduction
As is well known, the bidirectional associative memory (BAM) neural networks were originally introduced by Kosko [-], and they are a class of two-layer heteroassociative networks, which are composed of neurons arranged in two layers, the U-layer and the V-layer. Generally speaking, the neurons in one layer are fully interconnected to the neurons in the other layer. Moreover, there may be no interconnection among neurons in the same layer. In addition, the addressable memories or patterns of BAM neural networks can be stored with a two-way associative search. Owing to these reasons, the BAM neural network has been widely studied both in theory and applications; see [-] . Therefore, it is meaningful and important to study the BAM neural network.
Recently, a great deal of studies have been done to the stability analysis of the dynamical systems [-] . It is worth noting that Markovian jump systems have received increasing attention in the area of the mathematics and control research community. Therefore, the study of Markovian jumps is of great significance and value both theoretically and practically. Much work has been done for Markovian processes or Markovian chains in the literature, and the issues of stability and control have been well investigated; see, for example, [-] and references therein. The stability analysis problem has been investigated in [] for stochastic high-order Markovian jumping neural networks with mixed time delays. In [] , the authors have made the first attempt to deal with the H ∞ estimation for discrete-time piecewise homogeneous Markov jump linear systems, and the time-varying character of TPs has been considered to be finite piecewise homogeneous and the variations have been considered to be of two types: arbitrary variations and stochastic variations. The H ∞ filtering analysis of piecewise homogeneous Markovian jump nonlinear systems has been studied in [] , where the mode-dependent filter is obtained. Very recently, the stochastic stability analysis has been investigated for piecewise homogeneous Markovian jump neural networks with mixed time delays in [] . But the time-varying delays in [] are independent of the Markovian jump mode. To the best of our knowledge, no results have been given for piecewise homogeneous Markovian jump BAM neural networks with discrete and distributed time delays.
This constitutes the motivation for the present research. In this paper, we deal with the stability problem for piecewise homogeneous Markovian jump BAM neural networks with discrete and distributed time delays. By employing the Lyapunov method, using mode-dependent discrete delay and some inequality techniques, sufficient conditions are derived for the global asymptotic stability in the mean square of the piecewise homogeneous Markovian jump BAM neural networks with discrete and distributed time delays. One illustrative example is also provided to show the effectiveness of the obtained results.
Model description and preliminaries
In this paper, we consider BAM neural networks with discrete and distributed timevarying delays described by
with initial values
where x(t) = [x  (t), x  (t), . . . , x n (t)] and y(t) = [y  (t), y  (t), . . . , y n (t)] are the state vectors, n is the number of units in the neural networks, 
. . , g n (x n )) are the activation functions, τ i (t) and d i (i = , ) are discrete and distributed time-varying delays, respectively, and 
The activation functions g i (x i (t)) and f i (x i (t)) (i = , , . . . , n) are assumed to be nondecreasing, bounded, and globally Lipschitz; we have
Now, based on BAM neural networks () and fixing a probability space ( , , P), we introduce the following Markovian jump BAM neural networks with mixed time delays:
For convenience, each possible value of r(t) is denoted by i, i ∈ S  , in the following. Then we have
The process {r t , t ≥ } is described by a Markov chain with finite state space S  = {, , . . . , s}, and its transition probability matrix
] s×s is given by
where h >  and lim h→ o(h)/h = ; π (δ t+h ) ij >  for j = i is the transition rate from mode i at time t to mode j at time t + h and π
. In this study, we assume that δ t varies in another finite S  = {, , . . . , l} with transition probability matrix [q mn ] l×l given by
where h >  and lim h→ o(h)/h = ; q mn >  for m = n, is the transition rate from mode m at time t to mode n at time t + h and q mm = -l n=,n =m q mn . Now, we are ready to introduce the notion of homogeneousness.
Definition . A finite Markov process r t S  is said to be homogeneous (respectively, nonhomogeneous) if for all t ≥ , the transition probability satisfies Pr{r t+h = j | r t = i} = π ij (respectively, Pr{r t+h = j | r t = i} = π ij (t)), where π ij (or π ij (t)) denotes a probability function.
Remark  In this paper, according to the definition of homogeneousness and nonhomogeneousness, we can find that the Markovian chain δ t is homogeneous, while the Markovian chain r t is nonhomogeneous.
Next, we will introduce several lemmas which will be essential in proving our conclusion in Section . 
Lemma . []

Lemma . (Schur complement []) Let there be given constant matrices Z
where
Main results
In this section, a set of conditions are derived to guarantee the global asymptotic stability in the mean square of the BAM neural networks (). 
Theorem . For any given scalars d
where 
Proof Consider the following Lyapunov-Krasovskii functional:
δ t g x(s) ds dθ
+ d   -d   θ t t+β g x(s) F r t ,
δ t g x(s) ds dβ dθ
+  -d   δ  θ t t+β g x(s) F  g x(s) ds dβ dθ dδ + d   -d   θ t t+β g x(s) F  g x(s) ds dβ dθ + d   -d  t t+θ f y(s) E r t ,δ t f y(s) ds dθ + d   -d   θ t t+β f y(s) E r t ,δ t f y(s) ds dβ dθ +  -d   δ  θ t t+β f y(s) E  f y(s) ds dβ dθ dδ + d   -d   θ t t+β f y(s) E  f y(s) ds dβ dθ .
Denote η  (t) = [x (t), g (x(t))] and η  (t) = [y (t), f (y(t))] .
Define an infinitesimal generator (denoted by L) of the Markovian process acting on V (t, x t , y t , r t , δ t ) (r t = i, δ t = m) defined as follows:
Then, for each i ∈ S  , m ∈ S  , the stochastic differential of V along the trajectory of system () is given by
= x (t)P i,mẋ (t) + y (t)P i,mẏ (t) + x (t) 
Similarly, we also have
Applying the Schur complement shows that () is equivalent to (). We have
which impliesV (x t , y t , i, m) < . Thus, the system () is asymptotically stable. This completes the proof.
Remark  In []
, the authors have achieved some excellent work of piecewise homogeneous Markovian jump neural networks. The main contribution is devoted to the study of the stochastic stability analysis problem for a type of continuous-time neural networks with time-varying transition probabilities and mixed time delay. However, there are no results on piecewise homogeneous Markovian jump BAM neural network systems. In the application, the study of the piecewise homogeneous Markovian jump BAM neural networks is essential.
Specifically, when there is no distributed delay, the system () reduces to
Consider the following Lyapunov functional for the above BAM neural networks:
, and any matrices K i (i = , , , , , ) with appropriate dimensions such that the following LMIs hold:
Conclusions
In this paper, based on Lyapunov-Krasovskii functionals and some inequality techniques, we have investigated the problem of global asymptotic stability for piecewise homogeneous Markovian jump BAM neural networks with discrete and distributed time-varying delays. A linear matrix inequalities method has been developed to solve this problem. The sufficient condition has been established in terms of LMIs. A numerical example is given to demonstrate the usefulness of the derived LMI-based stability conditions.
